Dear EMI Music Publishing,
Dear EMI Group,

Publishers are, in theory, supposed to be concerned with the advancement of the artists who are signed to their label; as well as the band’s music and progression. We have decided to send out this letter as recently we have found some ‘problems’ with your websites. However, we are not just writing this letter concerning ourselves but all Hungarian bands affected by this issue.

Your international website: www.emimusicpub.com has a link on its front page called: > Around the world.

This link is supposed to be where the international offices are introduced to the general public.

Yet to our surprise, 3 weeks ago, we found that our band, Rémember, had been deleted from the alphabetical artist listings, together with dozens of our Hungarian colleagues, now the website only lists two artists where before it listed over 30. The Hungarian news, formerly featured on this page has also been axed. According to our observations, it is only the "Hungary" link which has undergone these altercations.

Another issue is the link called: > Song Search & License. 

This link is where users, looking for music for their film or advertisements, can choose songs by defining parameters such as: tempo, beat and mood, etc. 

We find it ridiculous that we cannot find our music in our own publishing companies ‘international song search database’ as EMI was the company we had originally teamed with in order to promote our band and music to the world. Meanwhile works from your UK artists, both small and large acts, are all there. But Hungarians are all missing, which we believe is un-justifiable. Especially since, for the past year and a half, we have been working and struggling among UK artists on UK soil. 

Another issue lies in the fact that if we do choose "Advanced Search", Hungary can only be picked up as licensing territory in the 'Licensing For' menu. While western countries are listed in the 'Country of Origin' menu. Thus the official song locator facilitates are only western compositions to be used in Hungary, not the other way around.  


Your Hungarian website: www.emimusicpub.hu, States:

"Welcome to the world of the world's leading publishing company!"

However, among the news (under 'Aktualis'), the most recent news is about Ganxsta Zolee, which is dated 2001. We believe there must have been more interesting news since then. 

Moreover the Rémember photo, under the A&R link, is from 1998 which means it is over eight years old. On top of this the site contains no other information concerning our whereabouts, music or latest shows. 
Unfortunately, the same thing can be said for other Hungarian bands. Finally, it must also be said that the quality of the website is laughable and is not of the high standard which other European EMI websites attain.

Based on the above, we are asking for an explanation as to why you insist on presenting our, EMI-controlled, compositions and our band with such low efficiency. And why we, along with other Hungarian artists, are being discriminated against, in terms of your data-base system, while our colleagues from other countries are maintaining their status. Finally, we want to know whether or not you plan to resolve the issues we have listed above.

London, 2006-10-07

Regards:

Rémember


